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Understanding and Detecting Fragmentation-Induced
Compatibility Issues for Android Apps
Lili Wei, Yepang Liu, Shing-Chi Cheung, Huaxun Huang, Xuan Lu, Xuanzhe Liu
Abstract—Android ecosystem is heavily fragmented. The numerous combinations of different device models and
operating system versions make it impossible for Android app developers to exhaustively test their apps, and thus
various compatibility issues arise. Unfortunately, little is known on the characteristics of such fragmentation-induced
compatibility issues. No mature tools exist to help developers quickly diagnose and fix these issues. To bridge the gap,
we conducted an empirical study on 220 real-world compatibility issues collected from five popular open-source Android
apps. We further interviewed Android practitioners and conducted an online survey to gain insights from real practices.
Via the studies, we characterized compatibility issues, investigated common practices to handle compatibility issues,
and disclosed that these issues exhibit common patterns. With these findings, we propose a technique, F IC F INDER, to
automatically detect compatibility issues in Android apps. F IC F INDER performs static code analysis based on a model
that captures Android APIs as well as their associated context by which compatibility issues can be triggered.
F IC F INDER reports actionable debugging information to developers when it detects potential issues. We evaluated
F IC F INDER with 53 large-scale open-source Android apps. The results show that F IC F INDER can precisely detect
compatibility issues in these apps and uncover previously-unknown issues.
Index Terms—Mobile applications, Android applications, Android fragmentation, compatibility issues, empirical study,
program analysis.
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I NTRODUCTION

A

NDROID is the most popular mobile operating system
with over 80% market share [1]. Due to its open nature, many manufacturers (e.g., Samsung and LG) develop
their mobile devices by adapting the original Android systems. While this has led to the wide adoption of Android
smartphones and tablets, it has also induced the heavy
fragmentation of the Android ecosystem. The fragmentation
causes unprecedented challenges to app developers: there
are more than 10 major versions of Android OS running
on 24,000+ distinct device models [2]. It is impractical for
developers to fully test the compatibility of their apps on
such a large number of devices. In practice, developers often
receive user complaints on their apps’ poor compatibility
on various device models [3], [4]. However, resolving these
fragmentation-induced compatibility issues is difficult.
Various studies have been conducted to investigate the
Android fragmentation problem. For example, Han et al. [5]
were among the first who studied the compatibility issues
in Android ecosystem and provided the evidence of hardware fragmentation by analyzing bug reports of HTC and
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Motorola devices. Linares-Vásquez et al. [6] and McDonnell
et al. [7] studied how Android API evolutions can affect
the quality (e.g., portability and compatibility) and development efforts of Android apps. Recently, researchers also
proposed techniques to help developers prioritize Android
devices for development and testing by mining user reviews
and usage data [8], [9]. Although such pioneer work helped
understand Android fragmentation, little is known about
the root cause of fragmentation-induced compatibility issues and how developers diagnose and fix such issues in
reality. In addition, existing studies have not fully investigated these issues down to the app source code level and
hence cannot provide deeper insights (e.g., common issue
patterns and fixing strategies) to ease debugging and bug
fixing tasks. As a result, there are no mature tools to help
developers combat Android fragmentation and improve
their apps’ compatibility.
To better understand fragmentation-induced compatibility issues in Android apps, we conducted an empirical study
on 220 real issues collected from popular open-source Android apps, aiming to understand the issues’ characteristics.
In addition to the empirical study, we also conducted indepth developer interviews and field surveys to provide insights into fragmentation-induced compatibility issues from
the perspective of Android practitioners. Overall, this process aims to explore the following five research questions.
For ease of presentation, we will refer to FragmentationInduced Compatibility issues as FIC issues.
•

RQ1: (Issue type and root cause): What are the common
types of FIC issues in Android apps? What are their root
causes?
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RQ2: (Issue-triggering context): What are the common
triggering contexts of FIC issues? Are there any relations
among these issue-triggering contexts? How do Android
developers use the context information to diagnose and fix
FIC issues?
RQ3: (Issue consequence): What are the common perceived consequences of FIC issues in Android apps?
RQ4: (Issue testing): Is FIC issue testing an important
step during Android app development process? What are
the common practices for FIC issue testing? Are there any
effective tools or frameworks to facilitate the testing tasks?
RQ5: (Issue diagnosis and fixing): What are the common
challenges when diagnosing FIC issues? How do Android
developers fix FIC issues in practice? Are there any common
patterns?

By investigating these research questions, we made interesting findings. For example, we found that FIC issues in
Android apps can cause both functional and non-functional
consequences and observed five major root causes of these
issues. Among these root causes, frequent Android platform
API evolution and problematic hardware driver implementation are two dominant ones. Such findings can provide developers with guidance to help avoid, expose, and diagnose
FIC issues. Besides, we observed from the patches of the 220
studied FIC issues that they tend to demonstrate common
patterns. To fix FIC issues, developers often adopted similar workarounds under certain problematic software and
hardware environments. Such patterns can be learned and
leveraged to help automatically detect and fix FIC issues.
Based on our findings, we designed a static analysis
technique, F IC F INDER, to automatically detect FIC issues
in Android apps. F IC F INDER is driven by an API-context
pair model proposed by us. The model captures Android
APIs that suffer from FIC issues and the issue-triggering
contexts. The model can be learned from common issue
fixing patterns. We implemented F IC F INDER on Soot [10]
and applied it to 53 large-scale and popular Android
apps. F IC F INDER successfully generated 129 true warnings
of previously-unknown FIC issues. We reported all these
warnings in 39 issue reports to the apps’ developers (we
group similar warnings in one issue report in order not to
overwhelm developers). So far, we have received acknowledgment from developers on 22 of the 39 issue reports. 59
warnings mentioned in 13 issue reports were considered
critical and have been quickly fixed. In addition, our interviewees and survey respondents also showed interests
in F IC F INDER. When communicating with one of our interviewees, we found and reported one valid FIC issue to his
team. The reported issue was quickly confirmed and fixed.
These results demonstrate the usefulness of our empirical
findings and F IC F INDER.
To summarize, we make the following major contributions in this paper:
•

To the best of our knowledge, we conducted the first
empirical study of FIC issues in real-world Android
apps at source code level. Our findings can help better
understand and characterize FIC issues while shedding
lights on future studies related to this topic. Our dataset
is publicly available to facilitate future research [11].

2

Besides studying real FIC issues, we also conducted indepth developer interviews and surveys to understand
FIC issues from Android practitioners’ perspective.
These follow-up studies not only validated our major
findings from the empirical study, but also provided
further insights that cannot be obtained by studying
FIC issues alone.
• We proposed an API-context pair model to capture the
common patterns of FIC issues in Android apps. With
this model, we can generalize developers’ knowledge
and practices in handling FIC issues and transfer such
knowledge to aid various software engineering tasks
such as automated issue detection and repair.
• We
designed and implemented a technique,
F IC F INDER, to automatically detect FIC issues in
Android apps. The evaluation of F IC F INDER on 53
real-world subjects confirms that it can effectively
detect FIC issues and provide useful information to
facilitate issue diagnosis and fixing.
In our preliminary conference version of this work [12],
we conducted an empirical study on 191 FIC issues, proposed API-context pair to model FIC issues and designed
F IC F INDER to detect potential FIC issues in Android apps.
In this journal version, we extended our previous work from
the following perspectives: (1) We extended our empirical
study dataset to 220 FIC issues, including 29 more recent
FIC issues in our empirical study subjects (Section 3.1 and
Section 4). (2) We interviewed five experienced Android
practitioners and conducted an online survey among 237
Android developers to understand FIC issues from their
perspective (Section 3.2, Section 3.3, and Section 4). (3) We
extended answers to our research questions (i.e., RQ1, RQ3,
and RQ5) based on further empirical study results and
findings in our interviews and developer survey. (4) We
additionally studied and answered two important research
questions (i.e., RQ2 and RQ4) to provide a comprehensive
understanding for FIC issues (Section 4). In particular, the
observations obtained by studying RQ2 motivated us to
propose the API-context pair model. (5) We further conducted experiments over a new subject set consisting of
a much larger number of Android apps collected from FDroid [13] and evaluated the effectiveness and usefulness
of F IC F INDER more thoroughly (Section 6). (6) We provided
more details of the empirical study, issue examples, technique design, and experimental setup.
The rest part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the background information for Android fragmentation and FIC issues. Section 3 illustrates the
design and setup of our empirical study, practitioner interviews, and developer survey. Section 4 presents the study
results and answers RQ1–5. Section 5 defines API-context
model and introduces the design and implementation of
F IC F INDER. Section 6 evaluates F IC F INDER. Sections 7 and 8
discuss threats to validity and related work. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper and discusses the future work.
•

2

BACKGROUND

While Android provides manufacturers of mobile devices
with an open and flexible software infrastructure to quickly
launch their Android device products, it complicates the
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Fig. 1: Android System Architecture [15]

task of developing reliable Android apps over these devices.
One of the known complications is induced by the infamous
Android fragmentation problem that arises from the need to
support the proliferation of different Android devices with
diverse software and hardware environments [9]. Two major
causes account for the severity of fragmentation.
•

•

Fast evolving Android platforms. Android platform is
evolving fast. New Android versions are released every
year. Its API specifications and development guidelines
constantly change. As a result, devices running different OS versions available on market results in API-level
fragmentation in the Android ecosystem. As shown in
Table 1, the Android devices on market are running
very different OS versions from 2.3 to 8.0 with API
levels from level 10 to level 26 [14].1
Numerous device models. To meet market demands, manufacturers (e.g., Samsung) keep releasing new Android
device models with diverse hardware (e.g., different
screen sizes, camera qualities, and sensor compositions)
and customize their own Android OS variants by modifying the original Android software stack. Device manufacturers make two typical customizations: (1) they
implement lower-level system (hardware abstraction
layer and hardware drivers) to allow the higher level
system (Figure 1) to be agnostic about the lower-level
driver implementations that are specific to device models; (2) they modify the higher level system to meet device models’ special requirements (e.g., UI style). Such
customization induces many variations across device
models (see examples in Section 4.1).

Android fragmentation creates burden to app developers, who need to ensure the apps that they develop
offer compatible behavior on diverse device models, which
support multiple OS versions. This requires tremendous
testing and diagnosis efforts. In reality, it is impractical
for developers to exhaustively test their apps to cover all
combinations of device models and OS versions. Hence,
FIC issues often escape testing and are frequently encountered and reported by app users [5], [8], [9]. The API
level and device model variations can make Android apps
exhibit different behavior and induce FIC issues. Figure 2
shows an example of FIC issue we detected in an opensource Android app, Save For Offline [16]. Save For Offline is developed to save the webpages to local storage so that the saved webpages can be viewed even if
the phone is offline. This app invokes an Android API,
setMediaPlaybackRequiresUserGesture, which was
introduced in API 17, in its ViewActivity without check1. Data collected on November 6, 2017 [14].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2: Save For Offline Issue #49: App crashes on API
16 while working well on API 19. (a) MainActivity of
Save For Offline, (b) ViewActivity works well on an
emulator with API level 19, (c) App crashes when starting
ViewActivity on an emulator with API level 16.
TABLE 1: Android OS Version Market Share
Version

Codename

2.3.3 - 2.3.7
4.0.3 - 4.0.4
4.1.x
4.2.x
4.3
4.4
5.0
5.1
6.0
7.0
7.1
8.0

Gingerbread
Ice Cream Sandwich
Jelly Bean
Kitkat
Lollipop
Marshmallow
Nougat
Oreo

API
level
10
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
25
26

Release
Time
2011
2011
2012
2012
2013
2013
2014
2015
2015
2016
2016
2017

Market share
0.6%
0.6%
2.3%
3.3%
1.0%
14.5%
6.7%
21.0%
32.0%
15.8%
2.0%
0.2%

ing the API level at runtime. The ViewActivity works
well on devices of which the API level is not lower than
17 but crashes on devices with lower API levels when the
API is not available. Figure 2 (a) shows the MainActivity
of Save For Offline. Clicking any saved page will lead the
app to start ViewActivity and load the saved webpage.
Figure 2 (b) shows a screenshot of ViewActivity that
correctly displays the saved webpage on an emulator with
API level 19. On the other hand, Figure 2 (c) shows a
screenshot of the app crashing on an emulator with API
level 16 when ViewActivity is started by clicking the
same saved page. Such inconsistent behavior is a typical
example of FIC issues.

3

S TUDY D ESIGN AND S ETUP

In order to understand FIC issues and answer our five
research questions, we performed a large-scale study, which
consists of two parts. First, we collected real-world FIC
issues that affected popular open-source Android apps and
investigated them down to source code level to answer
RQ1–3 and RQ5. Second, we communicated with Android
practitioners of different roles and experiences via interviews and online questionnaires to understand FIC issues
from their perspective. The findings of this part will answer
RQ4 and additionally help cross validate and supplement
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TABLE 2: Android Apps Used in Our Empirical Study (1M = 1,000,000)
Project
Start
Time
CSipSimple [17]
04/2010
AnkiDroid [18]
07/2009
K-9 Mail [19]
10/2008
VLC [20]
11/2010
AnySoftKeyboard [21] 05/2009
App Name

Category

Description

Rating

Downloads

KLOC

# Revisions

# Issues

# FIC Issues

Communication
Education
Communication
Media & Video
Tools

Internet call client
Flashcard app
Email client
Media player
3rd-party keyboard

4.3/5.0
4.5/5.0
4.2/5.0
4.4/5.0
4.4/5.0

1M - 5M
1M - 5M
5M - 10M
10M - 50M
1M - 5M

59.2
50.8
93.7
151.1
38.9

1,778
8,652
7,401
9,481
3,795

2,997
4,725
9,820
1,050
2,333

83
44
37
36
20

TABLE 3: Keywords Used in Issue Identification
device
lge
asus
huawei

compatible
sony
zte
xiaomi

compatibility
samsung
moto
lenovo
google
htc
android.os.build

the findings of the first part. In the following, we present
the design and setup of our empirical study of FIC issues,
practitioner interviews and survey in detail.
3.1

Empirical Study of Real-World FIC Issues

3.1.1 Dataset Collection
Step 1: selecting app subjects. To study the research questions, we need to collect three kinds of data from realworld Android projects: (1) bug reports and discussions,
(2) app source code, and (3) bug fixing patches and related
code revisions. To accomplish that, we searched for suitable
subjects on three major open-source Android app hosting
sites: F-Droid [13], GitHub [22], and Google Code [23].
We targeted subjects that have: (1) over 100,000 downloads
(popular), (2) a public issue tracking system (traceable), (3)
over three years of development history with more than 500
code revisions (well-maintained), and (4) over 10,000 lines
of code (large-scale). We adopted these criteria because the
FIC issues in the subjects such selected likely affect a large
user population using diverse device models.
We manually checked popular open-source apps on the
above-mentioned three platforms and found 27 candidates.
Table 2 lists some examples (the full list of apps is available
on our project website [11]). The table gives the demographics of each app, including: (1) project start time, (2)
category, (3) brief description of functionality, (4) user rating,
(5) number of downloads on Google Play store, (6) lines of
code, (7) number of code revisions, and (8) number of issues
documented in its issue tracking system. The demographics
show that the selected apps are popular (e.g., with millions
of downloads) and highly rated by users. Besides, their
projects all have a long history and are well-maintained,
containing thousands of code revisions.
Step 2: identifying FIC issues. To locate the FIC issues
that affected the 27 candidate apps, we searched their source
code repositories for two types of code revisions:
• The revisions whose commit message contains
fragmentation-related keywords. We first included the
name of top Android device brands from an Android
Fragmentation Report [2] as fragmentation-related keywords. We then randomly inspected some code commits concerning FIC issues, which were identified by

searching the brand names, and observed that the
words such as “device”, “compatible” and “compatibility” commonly occurred in the commit messages. We
added these words into our keyword set and Table 3
lists all the keywords (case non-sensitive).
• The revisions whose code diff contains the keyword
“android.os.build”. We selected this keyword because
the android.os.Build class encapsulates device information (e.g., OS version, manufacturer name, device
model) and provides app developers with the interface
to query such device information and adapt their code
accordingly to ensure app compatibility.
The keyword search returned many results, suggesting
that all of our 27 candidate apps might have suffered from
various FIC issues. We selected the five apps with the
most number of code revisions that contain our searching
keywords and manually examined these revisions. Table 2
shows the information of the five apps. In total, 2,108
code revisions were found from the selected five apps. We
carefully checked these revisions and understood the code
changes. After such checking, we collected a set of 303 revisions, concerning 220 FIC issues. The number of revisions
is larger than the number of issues because some issues
were fixed by multiple revisions. Note that it is generally
impossible to guarantee that all our collected issues have
been completely fixed. There are chances that the issues,
although deemed fixed by developers, could still occur on
certain untested device models (e.g., those with very small
user bases). However, we made our best effort to locate
all the patches for each of our collected issues from the
corresponding code repository. Table 2 (last column) reports
the number of found issues for each app subject. These 220
issues form the dataset for our empirical study.
3.1.2 Data Analysis
To understand FIC issues and answer our research questions, we performed the following tasks. First, for each issue,
we (1) identified the issue-inducing APIs, (2) recovered the
links between the issue-fixing revisions and the bug reports,
and (3) collected and studied related discussions from online
forums such as Stack Overflow [24]. Second, we followed
the process of open coding in the grounded theory method,
a widely-used approach for qualitative research [25], to
analyze our findings and classify each issue by its type, root
cause, consequence, and fixing pattern.
3.2

Interviews with Practitioners

To understand the common challenges faced by practitioners when they encounter FIC issues, we conducted onsite and audio interviews with five experienced Android
professionals in the industry.
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TABLE 4: Basic Information of Our Interviewees
Developer
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

Company
Kika Tech
Chelaile
Xiaomi
Alibaba
Tencent

Position
Senior Android Engineer
Android Development Leader
Android Engineer
Senior Android Engineer
Test Manager

Work Experience
6 years Android app development
3 years Android app development
2 years Android app development
2.5 years of Android system development + 3.5 years of Android app development
5 years Android app testing

3.2.1 Interviewees
Table 4 shows the basic information of our interviewees,
including their companies, positions, and work experience.
As we can see from the table, our interviewees are experienced in Android development: all of them have at least
two years of experience and three of them (i.e., P1, P4,
and P5) have over five years of experience. In particular,
the interviewee P4 is experienced in developing Android
system frameworks. The interviewees also have diversified
background. They work for companies of different scales,
from small startups to large leading IT companies. For
example, P4 and P5 are from Alibaba2 and Tencent3 , two
largest IT companies in China. P4 is a senior developer
working on the Android version of the online shop Alibaba
T-Mall, which is the largest online shop in China. P5 is a
test manager for the quality assurance of WeChat, which
is an app of Tencent and one of the leading mobile messaging apps all over the globe. On the other hand, P2 is
the leader of the Android development team in a startup
company, Chelaile, which provides public transportation
tracking services in China. Interviewing these practitioners
with different backgrounds allowed us to understand FIC
issues from different perspectives.
3.2.2 Interview Design
The interviews were semi-structured. We started the interviews with questions designed based on RQ1–5. At the same
time, we encouraged our interviewees to share their own
experiences beyond these questions. In this way, we can
not only collect useful information to answer our research
questions, but also learn about the real issues, challenges,
and solutions that are not covered by our research questions.
At the end of each interview, we also shared with the
interviewee our vision of developing automated tools to
help developers combat FIC issues, aiming to seek feedback
to guide the tool’s design and development.
For all interviews, we sought the interviewees’ consent
to make audio recording of the interviews for subsequent
analysis. On average, each interview took around 55 minutes. The interview questions are publicly available at our
project website [11].
3.3

Online Practitioner Survey

Interviews are expensive to conduct. Gathering sufficient
number of interviewees and conducting face-to-face interviews is a time- and money-consuming process (e.g., our
interviews with P1 and P2 were on site and costly). Thus, it
is difficult to scale up the number of interviewees. To collect
sufficient amount of feedback from the app developers, we
further conducted an online survey.
2. http://www.alibabagroup.com/en/global/home
3. https://www.tencent.com/en-us/index.html

3.3.1

Questionnaire Design

The questionnaire consists of two parts: background information and FIC issue experiences. Specifically, the questionnaire collects the following information:
Part 1: Background Information:
• Experience in years: 0–1 / 1–3 / 3–5 / over 5
• Region of working place
• Awareness of Android fragmentation: Yes / No
• Awareness of FIC issues: Yes / No
• Ever encountered FIC issues? Yes / No
We collected this background information to (1) filter respondents (e.g., the survey proceeds only when the respondents have encountered FIC issues), (2) investigate the
awareness of FIC issues among respondents, and (3) analyze
survey results of different participant groups (e.g., groups of
respondents with different experience levels, etc.).
Part 2: FIC Issue Experiences and Practices:
• Root causes of encountered FIC issues: Problematic driver
implementation / Non-compliant OS customization /
Peculiar hardware configuration / Android platform
API evolution / Original Android system bugs / Other
(fillable)
• Challenges of FIC issue diagnosis and fix: Huge search
space / Difficulties in resetting issue-triggering device
contexts / Difficulties in generating test cases / Difficulties in locating issue root causes / Other (fillable)
• Importance of FIC issue testing before app release: Very
important / Important / Normal / Not important /
Totally ignorable
• Platforms used to test FIC issues: Real devices / Online
platforms / Emulators / Other (fillable)
• Names of used online platforms, pros and cons (short answer)
• Techniques or frameworks used to test FIC issues: Monkey
/ Android JUnit Runner / Espresso / UI Automator /
Robotium / Appium / Other (fillable)
• Used and expected tools to effectively reveal FIC issues (short
answer)
We designed these questions to learn the common practices
of the surveyed respondents in solving FIC issues. Specifically, we investigated the common experiences regarding
the major root causes of the encountered FIC issues (RQ1).4
We also collected information on practices that cannot be
learned from the empirical study materials (e.g., challenges
in FIC issue diagnosis and fixing, practices in FIC issue
testing) and surveyed on their experiences and opinions of
tools that can effectively facilitate FIC issue diagnosis.
4. We did not design survey questions on RQ2 (issuetriggering context) and RQ3 (issue consequence) since answers
to these research questions are objective and can be derived
from the code commits and issue reports.
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4

S TUDY R ESULTS

4.1

Fig. 3: Region of Our Survey Respondents’ Working Place

14.8%

24.1%

24.9%

0 - 1 year
1 -3 years
3 - 5 years

36.3%

Over 5 years

Fig. 4: Working Experience of Our Survey Respondents

3.3.2

Participants

To gather a sufficient number of respondents for our survey,
we distributed our questionnaire through different channels. (1) We posted our questionnaire on popular openaccessible Android developer online forums (e.g., xdadeveloper5 , Android development Google group6 , etc.). (2)
We contacted professional developers to help distribute
our survey on the intranet forums in their companies. We
invited our contacts from Tencent, Baidu, Alibaba, Huawei,
and many other IT companies to disseminate our survey.
(3) We further sent 3,714 emails to developers who have
contributed to open-source Android projects that are mostly
starred on GitHub.
In total, we received 237 responses from practitioners
working in 28 different countries, which are annotated with
the dark red color in the world map in Figure 3. Figure 4
shows the experience background of our respondents. We
received sufficient responses from respondents of each experience level. This enabled us to obtain opinions on FIC issues
from developers with different backgrounds. Among the respondents, 196 (82.7%) are aware of Android fragmentation,
180 (75.9%) are aware of FIC issues while 163 (68.8%) have
encountered FIC issues in their own development experiences. We further investigated the 74 (31.2%) respondents
who never encountered any FIC issues in their development
experiences and found that most of these respondents have
relatively lower experience level. Respondents with 0–1 year
or 1–3 years experience account for 73.0% (54) of the these
respondents. Responses from these respondents that have
no experience with FIC issues are excluded from our further
analysis of FIC issues. As such, further analysis of the survey
results is performed based on the 163 responses that were
completed by respondents who had encountered FIC issues.
5. https://www.xda-developers.com
6. https://groups.google.com/forum/

RQ1: Issue Type and Root Cause

Although Android fragmentation is pervasive [5], researchers and practitioners have different understandings
of the problem [26]. So far, there is no standard taxonomy
to categorize various FIC issues. Yet, such a taxonomy is
crucial to understand how FIC issues in each category are
induced, which is a key step towards automated detection
of the issues. This motivates us to manually check the 220
issues in our dataset and construct a taxonomy following an
approach adopted by Ham et al. [27]. Specifically, we first
categorized the issues into two general types: device-specific
and non-device-specific. The former type of issues can only
manifest on a certain device model, while the latter type of
issues can occur widely on device models that are deployed
with a specific API level. Issues are categorized into these
general categories based on the two sources of Android
fragmentation. Device-specific issues mostly come from the
numerous device models while non-device-specific issues
are induced due to Android platform evolutions. Then we
further categorized the two types of issues into subtypes
according to their respective root causes. Table 5 presents
our categorization results. In total, 120 (54.5%) of the 220
issues are device-specific and the remaining 100 (45.5%) are
non-device-specific.
4.1.1

Device-Specific FIC Issues

Device-specific FIC issues occur when invoking the same
Android API exhibits inconsistent behavior on different
device models. These issues can cause serious consequences
such as crashes and lead to poor user ratings [8]. We found
120 such issues in our dataset and identified three primary
reasons for the prevalence of these issues in Android apps:
(1) problematic driver implementation, (2) non-compliant OS
customization, and (3) peculiar hardware configuration.
Problematic driver implementation. Out of the 120 issues, 57 were caused by the problematic implementations of
hardware drivers. Android apps rely on low-level hardware
drivers to operate hardware devices. Different driver implementations can make an app behave inconsistently across
device models. To ensure consistent app behavior over
multiple device models, app developers need to carefully
adapt the code that invokes those Android APIs whose implementation involves direct or transitive calls to functions
defined by hardware drivers. However, there are hundreds
of such APIs on the Android platform. It is impractical for
developers to conduct adequate compatibility tests covering
all device models whenever they use such APIs in their
apps. Compatibility issues can be easily left undetected
before the release of their apps.
Typical examples we observed are the issues caused by
the proximity sensor APIs. According to the Android API
guide, proximity sensors can sense the distance between
a device and its surrounding objects (e.g., users’ cheek)
and the invocation of the API getMaximumRange() will
return the maximum distance the sensor can detect [28].
In spite of such clear specifications, FIC issues often arise
from the use of proximity sensors in reality. For instance,
on devices such as Samsung Galaxy S5 mini or Motorola
Defy, the return value of getMaximumRange() may not
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TABLE 5: Issue types and root causes for their occurrences
Type
Device-Specific
Non-Device-Specific

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Root Cause
Problematic driver implementation
Non-compliant OS customization
Peculiar hardware configuration
Android platform API evolution
Original Android system bugs

boolean proximitySensorActive = getProximitySensorState();
+ boolean invertProximitySensor =
+
android.os.Build.PRODUCT.equalsIgnoreCase("SPH-M900");
+ if (invertProximitySensor) {
proximitySensorActive = !proximitySensorActive;
+ }

Fig. 5: CSipSimple Issue 353 (Simplified)

indicate the actual maximum distance the proximity sensor
can detect. As a result, the proximity between the device
and other objects often gets calculated incorrectly, leading
to unexpected app behaviors [29]. CSipSimple developers
filed another example in their issue tracker (issue 353) [30].
The issue occurred on Samsung SPH-M900 whose proximity
sensor API reports a value inversely proportional to the distance. This causes the app to compute a distance in reverse
to the actual distance. The consequence is that when users
hold their phones near their ears to make phone calls using
CSipSimple, the screen would be touch sensitive. So, users
often accidentally hang up their calls. More annoyingly, the
phone would be touch insensitive when the users move
their phones away from their ears, making it difficult to
hang off a call. CSipSimple developers later tracked down
the problem and fixed the issue by adapting their code
to specially deal with the Samsung SPH-M900 devices, as
shown in Figure 5.
Non-compliant OS customization. 39 of the 120 devicespecific issues occurred due to non-compliant OS customization made by Android device manufacturers. There
are three basic types of customization: (1) functionality modification, (2) functionality augmentation, and (3) functionality
removal. In our study, we observed that all these three types
can result in device-specific issues.
•

•

Functionality modification. Android device manufacturers often modify the original Android OS implementation for their market needs. However, their modified
versions may contain bugs or do not fully comply
with the original Android platform specification. This
can easily cause FIC issues. For example, several issues in AnkiDroid, AnySoftKeyboard, and VLC were
caused by a bug in the MenuBuilder class of the
appcompat-v7 support library on certain Samsung
and Wiko devices running Android 4.2.2, which was
documented in Android issue tracker (issue 78377) [31].
The bug report contains intensive discussions among
many Android app developers, whose apps suffered
from crashes caused by this bug.
Functionality augmentation. Android device manufacturers often add new features to the original Android OS
to make their devices more competitive. Such functionality augmentation brings burden to app developers,
who need to ensure that their apps correctly support the

Issue Example
CSipSimple bug #353
Android bug #78377
VLC bug #7943
AnkiDroid pull request #130
Android #62319
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

+
+
+
+

# of FIC Issues
57
39
24
88
12

Intent startSettings =
new Intent(android.provider.Settings.ACTION_INPUT_METHOD_SETTINGS);
startSettings.setFlags(Intent.FLAG_ACTIVITY_NEW_TASK);
try {
mAppContext.startActivity(startSettings);
} catch (ActivityNotFoundException notFoundEx) {
showErrorMessage("Does not support input method settings");
}

Fig. 6: AnySoftKeyboard Issue 289 (Simplified)

unique features on some devices and at the same time
remain compatible on other devices. Unfortunately, this
is a non-trivial task and can easily cause FIC issues. For
example, after Samsung introduced the multi-window
feature on Galaxy Note II in 2012, AnkiDroid and
CSipSimple developers attempted to revise their apps
to support this feature. However, after several revisions,
the developers of CSipSimple finally chose to disable
the support in revision 8387675 [17], because this new
feature was not fully supported by some old Samsung
devices and they failed to find a reliable workaround to
guarantee compatibility.
• Functionality removal. Some components in the original Android OS can be pruned by device manufacturers if they are considered useless on certain devices. An app that invokes APIs relying on the removed system components may crash, causing bad
user experience. For example, issue 289 of AnySoftKeyboard [21] reported a crash on Nook BNRV350.
On this device, the input method setting functionality
is by default unavailable; hence invoking the API to
start input method setting activity crashed the app.
Developers fixed this issue in revision b68951a [21]
by displaying an error message upon the occurrence
of the ActivityNotFoundException as shown in
Figure 6. Another example is: VLC developers disabled
the invocation of navigation bar hiding APIs on HTC
One series running an Android OS prior to 4.2 in
revision 706530e [20], because the navigation bar was
eliminated on these devices and invoking related APIs
would lead to the killing of the app by the OS.
Peculiar hardware configuration. The remaining 24
device-specific issues occurred due to the diverse hardware
configuration on different Android device models. It is common that device manufacturers utilize different chipsets and
hardware components with diverse specifications for their
models [4]. Such diversity of hardware configuration can
easily lead to FIC issues, if app developers do not carefully
deal with all hardware variants. For example, SD card has
caused much trouble in real-world apps. Android devices
with no SD card, single SD card and multiple SD cards are
all available on market. Even worse, the mount points for
large internal storage and external SD cards may vary across
devices. Under such circumstances, app developers have to
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1. + if (android.os.Build.VERSION.SDK_INT >= 16) {
2.
sqLiteDatabase.disableWriteAheadLogging();
3. + }

1.8%

Fig. 7: AnkiDroid Pull Request 130 (Simplified)

spend tremendous effort to ensure correct storage management on different device models. This is a tedious job and
developers can often make mistakes. For instance, issue 7943
of VLC [32] reported a situation, where the removable SD
card was invisible on ASUS TF700T, because the SD card
was mounted to an unusual point on this device model.
Besides ASUS devices, VLC also suffered from similar issues
on some Samsung and Sony devices (e.g., revisions 50c3e09
and 65e9881 [20]), whose mount points of SD cards were
uncommon. To fix these issues, VLC developers hardcoded
the directory path in order to correctly recognize and read
data from SD cards on these devices. Besides SD cards,
different screen sizes and resolutions also frequently caused
compatibility issues (e.g., revision b0c9ae0 of K-9 Mail [19],
revision 6b60085 of AnkiDroid [18]).
4.1.2

Non-Device-Specific FIC Issues

We observed 100 non-device-specific issues in our dataset.
They arose mostly due to the Android platform evolution
or bugs in the original Android systems. These issues are
independent from device models and can affect a wide
range of devices running specific Android OS versions.
Android platform API evolution. Android platform and
its APIs evolve fast [7], [33]. Since its first release in 2008,
Android has released 8 versions comprising 27 different
API levels [14]. The APIs are updated with such frequent
system evolutions [33]. These updates may introduce new
APIs, deprecate old ones, or modify API behavior. 88
non-device-specific issues in our dataset were caused by
such API evolutions. For instance, Figure 7 gives a typical
example extracted from AnkiDroid revision 7a17d3c [18],
which fixed an issue caused by API evolution. The issue
occurred because the app mistakenly invoked an API
SQLiteDatabase.disableWriteAheadLogging(),
which was not introduced until API level 16. Invoking
this API on devices with an API level lower than 16 could
crash the app. To fix the issue, developers put an API level
check as a guarding condition to skip the API invocation on
devices with lower level APIs (Line 1).
Original Android system bugs. The other 12 nondevice-specific issues were caused by bugs introduced in
specific Android platform versions. As a complicated system, Android platform itself contains various bugs during
development. These bugs may get fixed in a new release
version, while still existing in older versions and hence
leading to FIC issues. For instance, K-9 Mail encountered
a problem caused by Android issue 62319 [31], which only
affects Android 4.1.2. On devices running Android 4.1.2,
calling KeyChain.getPrivateKey() without holding a
reference of the returned key would crash K-9 Mail with
a fatal signal 11 after garbage collection. A member from
the Android project explained that the issue was caused by
a severe bug introduced in Android 4.1.2, which was later

98.2%

Respondents selecting at
least one "non-Other"
option
Respondents selecting
only "Other" option

Fig. 8: Number of Respondents Selecting Two Different
Types of Options: (1) Root Causes Identified by Our Empirical Study, (2) Only the Other Option.

fixed in Android 4.2, and provided a valid workaround for
app developers.
4.1.3

Root Causes from Practitioners’ Perspective

To further validate our above empirical findings of FIC
issues, we designed a multiple choice question in the survey
and asked the respondents to select all the root causes of
the FIC issues they encountered. The options include all the
major root causes that we have previously discussed as well
as an additional fillable “Other” option. The “Other” option
enables respondents to select it when they are unsure which
option to choose or want to elaborate their answers. Figure 9
shows the distribution of the answers for this question from
163 survey respondents. From the results, we can make two
important observations.
First, overall, our observed root causes are supported
by the survey results. 11 respondents selected the “Other”
option, while 3 of them only selected this option without
selecting any root cases identified by our empirical study.
This shows that 98.2% of our respondents agreed that at
least one of our identified root causes induced their encountered FIC issues (Figure 8). Eight of the 11 respondents who
selected “Other” provided elaboration on their answers.
We processed their elaborations and re-categorize them if
appropriate. As a result, the root causes specified by six
of these eight respondents can be categorized into one of
the existing options. For example, one respondent filled in
“Required API (is) not available on older devices”. This
answer is a typical case of “API evolution” where the
respondent intends to use an API that is unavailable on old
devices with low API levels. After such re-categorization,
only two respondents specified possible root causes for
FIC issues other than the root causes we have observed
(i.e., interactions with other apps installed on the device
and different versions of Android development tools). The
survey results confirm that our five categories of root causes
for FIC issues are commonly encountered by developers in
practice.
Second, according to Figure 9, “non-compliant OS customization” is recognized as a root cause of FIC issues
by most (71.2%) of our 163 respondents. This indicates
that device-specific issues caused by OS customizations
are widespread across Android apps. In the answers for
fillable questions and email exchanges, some of our respondents stated that they often encounter device-specific
issues, which are considered critical by them. For example, a
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Fig. 9: Root Causes Specified by Survey Respondents
respondent put down “Most issues are device-specific (e.g.
Samsungs love of breaking APIs or UI), which L INT can’t
know about”. Besides the online survey, our interviewees
also shared similar opinions. On commenting the two types
of FIC issues, interviewees P1 and P2 found that non-devicespecific issues are easier to address while device-specific
issues are common and challenging. P1 explained “We can
use L INT and Android support libraries to locate and help
fix the non-device-specific issues but for device-specific
issues, we don’t have such supports. Most of the time,
we can only guess and try (to search for valid solutions)”.
Such observation is in line with our empirical study result
that both device-specific and non-device-specific issues are
pervasive while the device-specific issues occur relatively
more often than non-device-specific issues in practice due
to the difficulties of locating and fixing them.
Answer to RQ1: We observed five major root causes of FIC
issues in Android apps, which can be categorized into two general types: device-specific and non-device-specific. The results
of our survey and interviews showed that the observed root
causes are common in practice. It is challenging to ensure app
compatibility on various device models with diverse software
and hardware environments.
4.2

RQ2: Issue-Triggering Context

A distinguishing feature of FIC issues is that they exhibit exceptional behavior on specific device models or API levels.
Such hardware or software environment is a key to trigger
FIC issues: FIC issues could only be triggered under specific
runtime environment. Comprehensively understanding the
triggering context for FIC issues can help better understand
the nature of FIC issues and further model the issues to
design detection techniques.
FIC issues’ triggering contexts (e.g., the names of device
models or API levels that can trigger FIC issues) are commonly discussed in the issue reports and leveraged in the
patches for FIC issues. In our study, we investigated the
issue reports and issue patches to identify the key issuetriggering contexts. We observed that the issue-triggering
contexts can be categorized into device contexts and API-level
contexts. This is compliant with the two major sources of
FIC issues: diversified device models and API levels. We
now discuss these two types of FIC issue-triggering context.
Device contexts. Device contexts encapsulate the properties of device models. 130 issues in our dataset require
device contexts to trigger. From our dataset, we observed
that device contexts can be explicit or implicit. Explicit
device contexts are identifiers of the device models. The

majority of explicit device contexts are specific identifiers
of the device models, including DEVICE (i.e., the name
of the industrial design), MODEL (i.e., the end-user-visible
name for the device product), or PRODUCT (i.e., the name
of the overall device product). Other explicit device contexts are more general like the MANUFACTURER (i.e., the
manufacturer of the device/hardware) or BRAND (i.e., the
consumer-visible brand with which the device/hardware is
associated) of the devices. These identifiers are encapsulated
in the android.os.Build class and can be retrieved at
runtime. Many developers leverage such context information to patch FIC issues. For example, Figure 5 shows an
issue where the device context is explicitly applied in the
issue patch. The triggering context of this issue is a typical
explicit device context: device models of which the PRODUCT
identifier is “SPH-M900”. Apart from explicit device contexts,
implicit device contexts are indicators for specific device
properties such as special software or hardware configurations. AnysoftKeyboard issue 289 [21] is an example, where
implicit device context is applied. The issue describes a
crash when the app starts the system input method setting
on a device without this functionality as discussed in Section 4. This is a typical example of implicit device context
that can trigger FIC issues.
API-level contexts. Some FIC issues can be triggered on
platforms with specific API levels. We refer to the contexts
capturing the information of API level as API-level contexts.
110 issues in our dataset require API-level contexts to trigger. Figure 7 shows an issue that can be triggered on devices
running Android with an API level lower than 16. The API
disableWriteAheadLogging() is only supported since
API level 16. So invocation of this API on devices with
API levels lower than 16 will cause app crashes. The patch
explicitly checks the API level of the current device and
avoid calling the API on old devices with lower API levels.
In this example, “API level lower than 16” is a typical APIlevel context.
Device and API-level contexts are orthogonal. The triggering contexts of real-world FIC issues can be combinations
of these two types of contexts, e.g., some issues can only be
triggered on specific device models with specific API levels.
20 issues in our dataset require both types of contexts to
trigger. On the other hand, the manifestation of FIC issues
could also depend on specific program states such as the
argument values flowing into API calls. In this aspect, FIC
issues do not differ from other types of software defects and
we do not make further discussions here.
In our dataset, device contexts and API-level contexts
are widely adopted in FIC issue patches. The patches check
such contexts either explicitly or implicitly to fix FIC issues
accordingly. Our interviewees shared similar experiences.
P1, P2, P3, and P4 stated that they would check the two
types of contexts to fix FIC issues but sometimes it was not
easy to explicitly isolate the exact contexts that could trigger
FIC issues (especially for device contexts). For example, P3
said “Yes, we used platform-related context checkings to fix
FIC issues. Sometimes, it is difficult to enumerate all the
device models that are affected by certain FIC issues so
we may use some implicit method to check the behavioral
features to identify the problematic devices.” With such
observations, we further leverage the information of issue-
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Fig. 10: Common Consequences of FIC Issues
triggering context to model FIC issues and design detection
tools. More details are discussed in Section 5.
Answer to RQ2: Device and API-level contexts are two
key types of triggering contexts of FIC issues. They are orthogonal and the triggering contexts of real-world issues can
be combinations of the two types of contexts. Such context
information are widely used in FIC issue patching and can
provide guidance for FIC issue modeling and detection.
4.3

RQ3: Issue Consequence

FIC issues can cause inconsistent app behavior across devices. Such behavioral inconsistency can be functional or
non-functional. We studied the inconsistent behaviors discussed in the code comments and issue reports to investigate the consequences of FIC issues. We discuss some
common consequences below.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of the common consequences induced by FIC issues. 185 (84.1%) of the 220
FIC issues are functional and performance issues. Their
consequences resemble those of conventional functional and
performance issues. The vast majority (176 / 220 = 80.0%) of
them are functional issues. Performance issues only account
for a minority (9 / 220 = 4.1%) of the 220 issues found.
As aforementioned in Section 4.1, the functional issues can
cause an app to crash (e.g., AnkiDroid issue 289 in Figure 7)
or not function as expected (e.g., CSipSimple issue 353
in Figure 5). The performance issues can slow down an
app. For instance, AnkiDroid introduced a simple interface
specifically for low-end devices in revision 35d5275 [18] to
deal with an issue that slows down the app. In addition
to slowing down an app, some performance issues can
cause an app to consume an excessive amount of memory
resources. For example, K-9 Mail fixed an issue in revision 1afff1e [19] caused by an old API delete() of the
SQLiteDatabase class, which does not delete database
journal files, resulting in a significant waste of storage space.
The remaining 35 (15.9%) of the 220 issues do not cause
functional or performance problems, but still seriously affect
user experience. These issues are not bugs per se. Some of
them lead to UI variations on devices with different screen
sizes. For example, AnySoftKeyboard added ScrollView
to enhance the UI of the app on small-screen devices
in revision 8b911f2 [21]. Other issues require support for
device-specific features. For example, in revision e3a0067,
AnkiDroid developers revised the app to use Amazon
market instead of Google Play store to support app store
features on Amazon devices [18]. If Google Play store is
used on Amazon devices, the app store features cannot

10

function properly. These issues present a major challenge to
Android app developers [2], [4] and are a primary reason for
bad user reviews of an app [8]. App developers often need
to fix such issues by enhancing or optimizing their code to
interoperate with the diversified features of different devices
to guarantee satisfactory user experience.
In our interviews, the participants also shared with us
their experiences regarding consequences of FIC issues. All
of them have encountered FIC issues arising from UI display
variations. Despite the commonness of such issues, they are
mostly “tolerable” and “subjective”. For example, P1 stated
“The determination of UI problems is subjective. For some
devices, it is not possible to implement exactly the same
user interface as the designs. These interface differences are
not necessarily FIC issues if they do not cause serious problems”. P4 held similar opinions: “If UI display problems
do not affect the major functionalities, we will consider
it tolerable and may not fix it immediately”. Functional
problems are also common and the interviewees especially
care about crashing issues. P1, P2 and P3 stated that they
use crash reporting systems to collect crash information
(including device model information and API levels) from
end users for crash diagnosis. They observed crashes that
only occurred on certain device models. P2 stated “We will
fix these crashes if they affect a considerable number of
users. If the root causes cannot be located, we will at least
catch the exception to avoid app crashes”. The interviewees
also indicated that they encountered some performance
problems but they are not common in their encountered
FIC issues. These experiences are consistent with our empirical findings. We observed many functional issues but
few performance issues. Note that the number of UI display
problems that we observed is not significant, although our
interviewees claimed that such problems are common. This
is reasonable as the interviewees also explained that display
problems are tolerable and may not get fixed if they do not
affect the major functionalities. Since we collected FIC issues
from code change revisions and the unfixed UI display
problems are by no means archived in the change histories.
Thus, we cannot identify such “tolerated” display problems
in our empirical study.
Answer to RQ3: FIC issues can cause both functional and
non-functional consequences such as app crashing, app not
functioning, performance, and user experience degradation. In
practice, Android app developers pay most attention to FIC
issues causing functional problems, especially app crashes.
4.4

RQ4: Issue Testing

In this section, we study developers’ practice of FIC issue
testing. Specifically, we study the importance of FIC issue
testing, commonly used platforms, and commonly used
tools. Various studies have been conducted to understand
Android developers practices in testing Android apps [34],
[35]. Our study focuses on testing FIC issues As explained
in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, we base our study on the
interviews with five experienced Android practitioners and
the 163 responses of an online survey.
Importance. Compatibility issues are a well-recognized
challenge in Android app testing [36]. Figure 11 shows the
survey results on importance of FIC issue testing before app
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releases. The majority (74.8%) of our survey respondents indicated that it is “very important” or “important” to test FIC
issues before app releases with non-trivial efforts. Another
22.1% of the respondents considered that FIC issue testing is
of normal importance and should be conducted with some
efforts. Only 3.1% of our respondents considered that FIC
issue testing before release is “not important”, indicating
that they “do not perform specific FIC issue testing but
will fix FIC issues when found”. No respondents regarded
FIC issue testing as “totally ignorable”. This indicates that
developers generally consider that FIC issue testing before
app releases is important.
Test platforms. Physical Android devices and emulators
are widely used for Android app testing. Existing commercial online platforms also provide cloud-based services
for app developers to test their apps with remote Android devices. We surveyed what testing platforms Android
developers use to test FIC issues. Figure 12 shows the
distribution of commonly used testing platforms. The vast
majority of the respondents (152 out of 163 respondents) use
“real devices” to test FIC issues and a considerable number
(78) of the respondents use emulators to test FIC issues.
Although testing on real devices is preferred, acquiring an
adequate coverage of such devices for testing is expensive.
Android device emulators, which support configurable API
levels and screen sizes, provide a nice alternative for testing
non-device-specific and UI display issues. A respondent
commented that emulators “cannot reveal problems caused
by interactions between hardware and software”. They cannot emulate the actual Android systems on real devices to
test device-specific issues. 32 (19.6%) of 163 respondents
have used online testing platforms. Although online testing platforms provide a good alternative to access various
device models, they have not yet been widely adopted. We
designed a follow-up short answer question for those respondents who have used online testing platforms to name
the specific online platforms they used and to identify the
advantages and disadvantages of these platforms. In their
answers, they commented that they used online platforms
mainly from the following three aspects: (1) high testing
costs, (2) limited number of supported device models, and
(3) limited number of supported testing tools (e.g., Android
debug bridge). This information could guide the online
testing providers to further improve their products and
services. The remaining six respondents selected the “other”
choice and specified that they also use their own built test
farms or crowd-based testing platforms to test FIC issues.
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Fig. 13: Android App Test Frameworks

Testing frameworks and tools. Various testing frameworks and tools have been designed to facilitate app testing.
For example, Monkey is a tool maintained by Google that
randomly generates user event sequences and automatically
exercise Android apps [37]. We are interested in learning if
there are (1) tools that the respondents commonly used for
testing (general purpose), (2) tools that they found effective
for FIC issue testing, and (3) other non-testing tools that they
used for finding FIC issues.
Figure 13 shows the common frameworks/tools used
by our respondents for app testing. The most commonly
used tools are Monkey and AndroidJUnitRunner. In our
survey and interviews, none of our respondents or interviewees named an effective tool for FIC issue testing and
one respondent indicated that he or she manually tested
FIC issues. Existing tools are primarily designed for general
testing purposes of Android apps and cannot resolve unique
challenges of FIC issue testing such as the huge search
space discussed in Section 4.5. In our interviews, all of our
interviewees claimed that their apps are mainly manually
tested on different devices owned by the company for
finding FIC issues. P4 commented that his company has a
dedicated team for improving app compatibility by manually testing the apps on diversified device models. Among
our survey respondents, some respondents mentioned that
L INT can help expose some non-device-specific issues, but
it often generates a large amount of false positives and is
not helpful in finding device-specific issues as discussed in
Section 4.1. This suggests a lack of effective testing support
for FIC issues that can resolve the unique challenges of
FIC issue testing. Future studies can focus on designing
specific testing techniques that facilitate FIC issue testing
by resolving the challenges discussed in the next section.
Answer to RQ4: FIC issue testing is commonly regarded as
an important task before Android app releases. Most developers
test FIC issues on physical devices and no effective testing tools
for FIC issue are found.
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4.5

RQ5: Issue Diagnosis and Fixing

To answer RQ5, we further performed the following tasks:
(1) we studied the challenges developers encountered when
diagnosing and fixing FIC issues, (2) we interviewed developers on how they resolve FIC issues, (3) we analyzed
the patches applied to the 220 issues in our dataset, and
(4) we analyzed the discussions in the issue reports that we
have successfully associated with our collected FIC issues.
We aim to identify (1) the major challenges encountered
by developers when diagnosing and fixing FIC issues, (2)
how app developers debug and fix FIC issues, (3) whether
FIC issue patches exhibit common patterns, and (4) how
complicated the FIC issue patches are.
Challenges. Figure 14 shows the challenges that our
survey respondents encountered in their experiences when
resolving FIC issues. A respondent may put down more
than one challenge during the online survey. Here, we
discuss the major challenges that received votes from over
half of our respondents.
The top one ranked challenge is the huge search space:
104 of our respondents considered the huge search space
as a challenge that complicates FIC issue diagnosis and
fixing. The search space for Android FIC issues not only involves
numerous components and used APIs of Android apps but also
includes runtime device platforms as FIC issues can only be
triggered on particular device platforms. The search space for
device platforms can be a combination of device models and API
levels. Android developers need to make tremendous efforts
to exhibit, debug, and patch FIC issues within such a huge
search space.
A comparatively large number (101) of respondents considered that it is challenging to set up a device (including its
software or hardware environment) to trigger FIC issues.
One interviewee P1 shared an experience by developers
in his group. Many end users do not update their apps
or Android systems to the latest available versions. It can
be difficult for developers to set up mobile devices to
reproduce the FIC issues that arise in these users’ apps.
Furthermore, this challenge can be more problematic for
small companies and open-source Android projects as they
have limited access to a large number of devices for testing.
We found that this challenge have more impact on opensource project developers: 70.8% of the survey respondents
who are open-source project developers on GitHub selected
this option, while only 50% of the survey respondents we
invited from IT companies selected this option. One of our
interviewees, P2, who is the Android development team
leader for a startup company shared with us that sometimes
his testing group did not have the device model he needed
to reproduce FIC issues. In such cases, he would check if
anyone in his company has a device of the concerned model.
If he failed to find a device of the model, he would patch
the issues based on his own experience and seek feedback
on the patch from users.
Another prominent challenge is to locate the root causes
of FIC issues, which often reside at the system or device
APIs instead of the application logic. Thus, locating such
root causes likely requires close examination of the software and hardware environments of the concerned Android
devices. However, device firmwares and implementation
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Fig. 14: Challenges for FIC Issue Diagnosis and Fixing
details of hardware drivers are mostly inaccessible to developers. In our empirical study, we also observed cases
in which app developers could not find a valid patch
and gave up fixing the issues. For example, issue 1491 of
CSipSimple [30] was caused by the buggy call log app on an
HTC device. However, since the implementation details are
not accessible, CSipSimple developers failed to figure out
the root cause of the issue and hence left the issue unfixed.
Below is their comment after multiple users reported similar
issues (issue 2436 [30]):
“HTC has closed source this contact/call log app which makes
things almost impossible to debug for me.”
Identifying valid patches. When the root causes occur
at the operating system or device driver levels, developers
tend to call their patches “workarounds” rather than “fixes”.
This is because they mostly resolved the issues by finding
a way to work around the problems, making their apps
compatible with the problematic devices.
In the situations where the root causes cannot be located,
app developers derived workarounds by trial and error. In
many cases, they leveraged information collected by crash
reporting systems and asked volunteers to help test different workarounds or sought advice from other developers
whose apps suffered from similar issues. Our interviewees
indicated that they usually fix FIC issues based on guesses
and experience. For crashing issues, they leveraged the stack
traces collected from crash reporting systems for diagnosis.
Patches of such issues are often validated by checking if the
patch deployment leads to a reduction of crashes. Another
information source for FIC issue diagnosis and fixing is
end users’ feedback. All of our interviewees agreed that
user feedback can help them diagnose and fix FIC issues.
P3 said “User feedback is a very important information
source for problems of our app. We have a forum where
users can provide all kinds of feedback for products in our
company. Many real problems are actually identified by our
users”. P1 also agreed that user feedback can facilitate FIC
issue diagnosis and fixing, but he also indicated that the
quality or usefulness of the feedback strongly depend on the
background of the users. He gave us an example: “One of
our users who has reported an issue is a developer himself
so he can provide very important debugging information for
us. However, for normal users, they may just complain on
the problems but cannot provide any useful information”.
Common patching patterns and patch complexity. Although FIC issues are often caused by specific problems,
many patches share common patterns (Table 6):
• The most common pattern (154 out of 220 patches)
is to check explicit device context or API level (e.g.,
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TABLE 6: Common Patching Patterns
Fixing Pattern
Check device context or API level before invoking issue-inducing APIs
Check software/hardware component availability before invoking issue-inducing APIs

•

•

manufacturer, SDK version) before invoking the APIs
that can cause FIC issues on certain devices. One typical
way to avoid the issues is to skip the API invocations
(see Figure 7 for an example) or to replace them with
an alternative implementation on problematic devices.
This can help fix issues caused by problematic driver
implementations, Android platform API evolutions as
well as Android system bugs.
Another common strategy (14 out of 220 issues) is to
check the availability of certain software or hardware
components on devices (i.e., implicit device context)
before invoking related APIs and methods. This is a
common patching strategy for FIC issues caused by OS
customizations and peculiar hardware compositions on
some device models.
The remaining patches are app-specific workarounds
and strongly related to the context of the FIC issues.

The patches are usually simple and small in size (comprising several lines of code). Many patches only require
adding a condition that checks device information before
invoking issue-inducing APIs. Similarly, checking the presence of certain software/hardware components usually only
requires adding a try-catch block or a null pointer checking statement. Two-thirds of the 220 issues in our dataset
were patched by these two kinds of patches.
Answer to RQ5: FIC issue diagnosis and fixing are challenged by the huge search space, complications in setting
up specific software/hardware environments for reproducing
issues as well as the difficulties of locating the root causes. The
majority of FIC issue fixes follow a simple pattern: performing
careful checking of device contexts or API levels before invoking issue-inducing APIs.
4.6

Implications of Our Findings

In this section, we discuss two possible applications of our
study findings and illustrate how we can help developers
combat FIC issues.
Compatibility testing. As discussed in Section 4.5, one
critical challenge for FIC issue diagnosis of Android apps
is the huge search space caused by fragmentation. Due to
limited time and budget, it is impractical for developers
to fully test all components of their apps on all potential
users’ device models running various customized Android
versions. To address this challenge, existing work proposed
approaches to prioritize device models for compatibility
testing [8], [9]. However, prioritizing device models alone
cannot effectively reduce the search space. The other two dimensions, i.e., OS versions by vendors and app components,
can still create a large number of combinations. The findings
and dataset of our empirical study [11] can be leveraged
to further reduce the search space by providing extra clues
about the device models, APIs, and OS versions that likely
cause FIC issues. Such information can guide developers

# Issues
154
14

Issue Example
AnkiDroid pull request #130 (Figure 7)
AnySoftKeyboard issue #289 (Figure 6)

to expose FIC issues with less test effort. For example,
we discussed earlier that due to the problematic driver
implementation, the proximity sensor APIs caused many
FIC issues in popular apps. App developers can prioritize
test efforts on the components that use these APIs on the
devices with problematic drivers.
Automated detection and repair of FIC issues. By
studying the root causes and patches of the FIC issues, we
observed that FIC issues recur (e.g., Android issue 78377
discussed in Section 4.1.1) in multiple apps and share similar
fixes. It suggests the possibility to generalize the observations made by studying the 220 FIC issues to automatically
detect and repair FIC issues in other apps. As discussed in
Section 4.5, some app developers fixed the FIC issues in their
apps by referencing the patches of similar issues in other
apps. This indicates the transferability of such knowledge.
Furthermore, we invited our respondents to share their own
ideas on possible tools that can be useful for FIC issues in
our survey. Some respondents proposed similar ideas on
FIC issue documentation and detection. For example, two
respondents hoped to have public platforms or databases to
archive known FIC issues from the field and one respondent
further suggested that a static code analysis tool built based
on the database would also be helpful. This motivates us to
design automated FIC issue detection tool to generalize the
knowledge obtained in our empirical study. To demonstrate
the feasibility, we manually extracted 20 concrete issue
patterns from our dataset and designed a static analysis tool
to check for potential FIC issues in Android apps by pattern
matching. In Section 5, we will present how to encode the
issue patterns and the algorithm for issue detection. We will
also show by experiments that such a tool can help detect
real and unreported FIC issues in many real-world Android
apps in Section 6.

5

I SSUE M ODELING AND D ETECTION

With our empirical findings, we propose a static code analysis technique F IC F INDER to detect FIC issues in Android
apps automatically. The detection is based on a model
that captures issue-inducing APIs and the issue-triggering
context of each pattern of FIC issues. F IC F INDER takes an
Android app’s Java bytecode or .apk file as input, performs static analysis, and outputs its detected compatibility
issues. In the following, we first explain the modeling of
compatibility issue patterns and then describe the detection
algorithm of F IC F INDER.
5.1

API-Context Pair Model

From the root causes and fixes of FIC issues, we observed
that many issues are triggered by the improper use of an Android API, which we call issue-inducing API, in a problematic
software/hardware environment, which we call issue-triggering
context. This motivates us to encode compatibility issue patterns into pairs of issue-inducing API and issue-triggering
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context, or API-Context pairs in short. We observed that most
issue-triggering contexts can be expressed in the following
context-free grammar.

such extracted API-context pairs may generate false alarms
or lead to false negatives. Second, we have limited access
to the various device models to verify device-specific issues
if they are detected in our experiments. In our future work,
Context → Condition | Context ∧ Condition
we plan to leverage the knowledge crowd-sourced from a
Condition → API Level cond | Device cond | API usage
large number of mature Android apps to determine issuetriggering contexts for device-specific issues.
In the grammar, an issue-triggering context is comprised
of three kinds of conditions: API-level, device, and API
F IC F INDER algorithm. Algorithm 1 describes the issue
usage. An issue-triggering context can be either of these con- detection algorithm of F IC F INDER. It takes two inputs: (1)
ditions or conjunctions of these conditions. The formulation an Android app (Java bytecode or .apk file), and (2) a list of
is designed to cover the various types of issue-triggering API-context pairs. It outputs a set of detected FIC issues and
contexts discussed in Section 4.2. More specifically, an API- provides information to help developers debug and fix these
level condition refers to an API level or SDK version. A issues. Intuitively, F IC F INDER analyzes the calling contexts
device condition contains the information of a device’s of issue-inducing APIs in an app, and compares them with
brand, model, hardware composition and so on. API usage the modeled issue-triggering contexts of these APIs. More
describes how the concerned API is used, comprising the specifically, F IC F INDER collects the preconditions of calling
information of arguments, calling context and so on. As a the issue-inducing APIs and analyzes whether the condiresult, an issue-triggering context gives the set of conditions tions defined in the issue-triggering contexts are considered.
under which invoking an issue-inducing API will cause
The algorithm works as follows. For each API-context
compatibility issues.
pair acP air, it first searches for the call sites of the issueLet us illustrate this using an example extracted from
inducing API of concern (Line 2). For each call site callsite,
two issues that affected AnkiDroid (discussed in pull reit then performs two checks (Line 4): (1) it checks whether
quest 128 and 130 [18]).
the usage of API matches the problematic usage defined
h
i in acP air, if there is a condition regarding API usage,
API: SQLiteDatabase.disableWriteAheadLogging(),
(2) it checks whether the supported SDK version configContext: API level < 16 ∧ Dev model != “Nook HD”
uration of the app matches the problematic configuration
This simple example models the issue that invoking the defined in acP air, if there is a condition regarding API
API SQLiteDatabase.disableWriteAheadLogging level. The checks for API usage are specific to the issuecauses the app to crash on devices other than “Nook triggering context CTX defined in each acP air and need to
HD” running Android systems with an API level lower be specifically implemented. SDK version configuration are
than 16 [18]. In this example, API level < 16 is an API- checked against the minimum SDK version (or API level)
level condition and Dev model != “Nook HD” is a device that is supported by the app of concern. For instance, for
condition. Such an API-context pair can be extracted from an API requiring a lowest SDK version, the algorithm will
apps that have fixed the compatibility issue, and used for check the minimum SDK version specified in the app’s
detecting its occurrences in other apps.
AndroidManifest.xml file, a mandatory configuration
file of an Android app. If it is newer than the required
5.2 Compatibility Issue Detection
SDK version, invocations of this API will not be regarded
API-context pair extraction. In our study, 188 of 220 fixed as issues. By these two checks, F IC F INDER can filter out call
compatibility issues can be modeled as API-context pairs. sites that do not match the issue-triggering context at early
In this work, we selected 20 API-context pairs that satisfy stage. If both checks pass, the algorithm proceeds to check
three criteria for tool implementation and experiments: (1) device or API-level related conditions defined in acP air in
they are statically checkable in the sense that checking the the API calling contexts. These checks require analyzing the
issue-triggering context does not require information that statements that the issue-inducing API invocation statement
can only be acquired at runtime, (2) they affect popularly transitively depends on. For this purpose, the algorithm
used Android versions (see Table 1), and (3) they model non- performs an inter-procedural backward slicing on callsite
device-specific issues. The first two criteria allow us to focus and obtains a slice of statements of interest (Line 5). More
on FIC issues that can be statically checked and are likely of specifically, the backward slicing is performed based on the
interest to developers. There are issues in our dataset that program dependence graph [38] and call graph. Initially,
only affect apps running on old device models with an API only the API invocation statement is in the slice. The allevel lower than 11. Such issues may affect few users and gorithm then traverses the program dependence graph and
detecting them may not be useful to developers. Specifically, call graph, adding statements into the slice. One statement
we only include those API-context pairs that can affect will be added if there exists any statement in the slice that
devices with API level higher than 16. We set the third depends on it. This process repeats until the size of the
criterion that excludes device-specific issues in our current slice converges. Next, the algorithm iterates over all stateexperiments due to two reasons. First, unlike non-device- ments in slice (Lines 6–9). If any statement in slice checks
specific issues whose triggering contexts can be validated by the software and hardware environment related conditions
Android documentation or information from Android issue defined in acP air, the algorithm conservatively considers
tracking systems, the issue-triggering contexts of device- that the app developers have already handled the potential
specific issues extracted from our dataset may not be en- compatibility issues (Lines 8–9). Otherwise, the algorithm
tirely accurate and complete. Thus, issue detection based on warns developers that their app may have a compatibility
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Algorithm 1: Detecting FIC Issues in an Android App

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Input : An Android app under analysis,
A list of API-context pairs acP airs
Output: Detected compatibility issues
foreach acP air in acP airs do
callsites ← GetCallsites(acP air.AP I )
foreach callsite in callsites do
if MatchAPIUsage(callsite, acP air.CT X )
and MatchSWConfig(callsite,
acP air.CT X ) then
slice ← BackwardSlicing(callsite)
issueHandled ← false
foreach stmt in slice do
if stmt checks acP air.CT X then
issueHandled ← true
if issueHandled == false then
report a warning and debugging info

issue and outputs information to help them debug and fix
the issues (Lines 10–11). Such information are actionable
and include the call sites of issue-inducing APIs and issuetriggering contexts.
Implementation. We implemented F IC F INDER on top of
the Soot analysis framework [10]. F IC F INDER leveraged
Soot’s program dependence graph and call graph APIs to
obtain the intra- and inter-procedural slices. In general, the
soundness of slicing results depends on the accuracy of the
statically-constructed call graphs and program dependence
graphs. An limitation of Soot is that it does not capture
the relationship between event handlers. As a result, the
graphs it constructs for event handler analysis can be imprecise, inducing false positives to the detection of FIC issues. Fortunately, this limitation does not significantly affect
F IC F INDER’s performance as it is uncommon to have an
invocation of issue-inducing API and its context checkings
implemented in different handlers. Our evaluation results
show that F IC F INDER reports few false warnings.

6

E VALUATION

In this section, we evaluate F IC F INDER with real-world
Android apps. F IC F INDER tool and the evaluation data are
available at our project website [11]. Our evaluation aims to
answer the following two research questions:
•

•

RQ6: (Issue detection effectiveness): Can F IC F INDER,
which is built with the 20 API-context pairs extracted from
our collected FIC issues, help detect unknown FIC issues in
real-world Android apps?
RQ7: (Usefulness of F IC F INDER): Can F IC F INDER provide
useful information for app developers to facilitate the FIC issue
diagnosis and fixing process?

To answer the two research questions, we conducted experiments on 53 actively-maintained open-source Android
apps. The apps were selected from the F-Droid database [13]
by the following steps:
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1) We first crawled from F-Droid all the 1,258 apps,
of which the source code repositories are hosted on
GitHub.
2) Among the 1,258 apps, we then selected all the 750
apps that invoke at least one of the issue-inducing
APIs in our API-context pair list by scanning the .apk
files crawled from F-Droid. We performed this step as
F IC F INDER can only report FIC issues with regard to
our known API-context pairs. Inclusion of subjects that
do not even invoke the APIs of concern will not return
any results and is not meaningful for our F IC F INDER
evaluation.
3) We further selected popular and actively-maintained
Android apps from the 750 candidates according to
their statistics on GitHub. Specifically, we only kept
those apps of which the number of stars is not less than
70, and the date of the last commit is not earlier than
three months before our subject collection. With such
selection criteria, we filtered out 654 (87.2%) of the 750
candidates and 96 apps remained.
4) As we need to manually verify the experiment results
for each app, which is labor-intensive, we further filtered the apps by their categories. We first identified the
Google Play store page for each app and collected the
app’s category information to classify the 96 apps into
different categories. If a category contains no more than
five apps, we selected all the apps in the category as our
experimental subjects. If a category contains more than
five apps, we only selected five of them as experimental
subjects based on the number of stars their projects
received on GitHub. To select representative subjects,
we sorted the apps in the category according to the
number of stars and selected the first app (i.e., the
one that received the largest number of stars), the first
quartile, the median, the third quartile and the last app
in the sorted list. For apps that failed to identify their
corresponding Google Play store page, we grouped
them into one special category for subject selection.
As a result, we collected 53 open-source Android apps.
These 53 Android apps are not a superset of the 27 candidate
apps mentioned in Section 3.1.1. This is because these two
dataset were collected at different time and we adopted
more robust subject selection criteria when extending our
conference paper [12] to this journal version. For example,
some of the 27 candidate apps selected earlier in the conference version (i.e., the 27 candidate apps in Section 3.1.1)
were not included in the 53 Android apps because they are
no longer actively maintained. Two of the 53 apps (i.e., K-9
Mail and Ankidroid) overlap with the subjects in our empirical study. However, when we conducted experiments,
we chose the latest version of the two apps. The versions
from which we collected FIC issues for our empirical study
are much older. Table 7 gives the demographics of these
apps, which include: (1) app name, (2) category, (3) the
revision used in our experiments, (4) lines of code, (5)
number of stars, and (6) downloads if the app is available
on Google Play store. As we can see from the table, these
apps are diverse (covering 10 different app categories), nontrivial (containing thousands of lines of code), and popular
on market (received thousands to millions of downloads).
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TABLE 7: Experimental Subjects and Checking Results
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

App Name
AFWall+ [39]
And Bible [40]
AndStatus [41]
AnkiDroid [18]
AntennaPod [42]
Diode [43]
DuckDuckGo [44]
Forecastie [45]
Gadgetbridge [46]
Glucosio [47]
Good Weather [48]
iFixit [49]
K-9 Mail [19]
KISS [50]
LeafPic [51]
LibreTorrent [52]
Materialistic Hacker News [53]
MiMangaNu [54]
MinTube [55]
MozStumbler [56]
Muzei [57]
OctoDroid [58]
Omni-Notes [59]
Open Food [60]
OpenLauncher [61]
OpenTasks [62]
OsmAnd [63]
ownCloud [64]
Pedometer [65]
QKSMS [66]
RasPi Check [67]
Red Moon [68]
RedReader [69]
Riot.im [70]
Save For Offline [16]
SimpleTask [71]
Slide for Reddit [72]
SoundWaves [73]
Stocks Widget [74]
StreetComplete [75]
Subsonic [76]
SurvivalManual [77]
Timber [78]
Tinfoil Facebook [79]
Transdroid [80]
Twidere [81]
Wallabag [82]
Walleth [83]
Web Opac App [84]
WeeChat [85]
Wikimedia Commons [86]
Wikipedia [87]
Yaxim [88]
Total

Category
Tools
Books & Reference
Social
Education
Video Players & Editors
News & Magazines
Books & Reference
Weather
–
Medical
Weather
Books & Reference
Communication
Personalization
Photography
Video Players & Editors
News & Magazines
–
–
Tools
Personalization
Productivity
–
Health & Fitness
Personalization
Productivity
Travel & Local
Productivity
Health & Fitness
Communication
Tools
Tools
News & Magazines
Communication
–
Productivity
News & Magazines
Music & Audio
Financial
Travel & Local
Music & Audio
Books & Reference
Music & Audio
Social
Tools
Social
Productivity
Financial
Education
Communication
Photography
Books & Reference
Communication
–

Latest
Revision no.
0c0dde3
eca13b2
edef64e
1c80630
657a91b
fca6b41
75e54cf3
e1c2f20
f03d539
d43eb2a
c23a553
ffc0e5d
dcb8587
c2bf46b
d36c761
112025e
d886b78
da6efdf
4cb9c66
a0321a9
3b15476
bdf74bb
564b9c4
0021ba8
0cacbf6
6d5db7b
accc8dd
c2bbfc0
7a277f5
bfbb7bf
cb87901
8ae707c
0e6a37d
5bdd9c4
b6e53eb
89ac740
54fa096
68b18ee
5ecb354
e2e71c4
9f89e7e
a513685
19c8e96
8850f06
f913c6a
f379e6e
f01a162
2af910d
0952761
fcf9439
fece67e
6868c89
096659f
–

KLOC
21.1
26.5
50.0
50.8
47.1
13.4
15.0
3.0
39.4
36.5
4.5
19.4
93.7
6.4
11.3
20.3
25.1
23.9
2.5
24.1
21.3
42.0
14.2
7.1
14.0
24.0
204
40.0
2.4
56.3
7.3
4.1
30.4
47.0
2.2
4.3
72.2
168.9
6.2
24.4
37.8
1.5
19.5
1.7
23.5
35.0
12.3
5.7
14.5
8.3
10.6
58.2
7.9
–

F IC F INDER Results
# Stars # Downloads
925
144
133
953
1,629
122
438
275
1545
269
71
129
3280
658
1,875
420
1371
111
203
523
3293
811
1134
74
248
443
1200
2217
865
1574
115
254
751
427
70
261
755
93
100
695
231
259
3492
221
541
1413
176
74
72
308
107
542
83
–

500K-1M
100K–500K
5K–10K
1M–5M
100K–500K
10K–50K
1M–5M
1K–5K
–
10K–50K
1K–5K
1M–5M
5M–10M
100K–500K
10K–50K
10K–50K
50K–100K
–
–
50K–100K
1M–5M
100K–500K
–
1K–5K
10K–50K
100K–500K
100K–500K
100K–500K
50K–100K
100K–500K
100K–500K
500–1K
50K–100K
10K–50K
–
10K–50K
100K–500K
10K–50K
10K–50K
5K–10K
10K–50K
1M–5M
100K–500K
100K–500K
100K–500K
100K–500K
10K–50K
1K–5K
50K–100K
50K–100K
10K–50K
10M–50M
100K–500K
–

TP
0
1
2
0
2
32
1
8
1
2
0
7
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
0
3
0
2
25
10
1
2
2
2
0
1
2
1
0
8
3
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
–
0
0
0
0
0
2
129

FP
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
1
0
–
0
0
0
0
0
0
13

GP
0
0
0
4
0
0
2
4
1
0
2
0
2
1
6
6
1
5
0
1
0
0
2
0
2
4
3
3
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
14
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
–
0
3
2
0
4
0
78

L INT Results
TP
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4

FP
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7

Issue ID(s)
–
100
473a
–
2452c
72a , 73a
311
246b
849a
369b
–
279b
1237c
–
–
–
–
–
30
1825
492c
–
395a , 396c
–
273a
467b , 468b
4636b , 4642a , 4671b
2052b
111c
742b
151b
–
539a
1697a
49b
–
2574c , 2575, 2576c
156, 158c
42b
–
–
–
330
116
–
974b
–
–
–
–
–
–
203c
–

“–” means not applicable. Superscript “a” means the issues were acknowledged and developers agreed to fix in future. “b” means the issues have already been fixed.
“c” means the issues do not seriously affect the app and developer chose not to fix them.

For the experiments, we applied F IC F INDER to the latest
version of these apps for the detection of FIC issues. The
experiments were conducted on a Dell PowerEdge R520
Linux server running CentOS 7.4 with 2x Intel Xeon E5-2450
Octa Core CPU @2.1GHz and 192 GB RAM.

Google [14], such devices rarely exist in practice now. As a
result, these API-context pairs were removed and replaced
by new ones derived from newly collected FIC issues.

It is also worth mentioning that in this journal version,
we leveraged 20 API-context pairs to conduct experiments
while we leveraged 25 API-context pairs in our conference version. The numbers are different because FIC issues
evolve with the evolution of the Android ecosystem. In this
paper, we removed some API-context pairs because they
capture issues that can only be triggered on old devices.
For example, ten API-context pairs used in our conference
version can induce issues on device models running API
levels lower than 15. According to the statistics released by

To evaluate F IC F INDER’s performance, we applied it to
the latest version of the 53 app subjects. We configured
F IC F INDER to report: (1) the call sites of the issue-inducing
APIs that can cause compatibility issues (warnings) and (2)
the call sites of the issue-inducing APIs where developers
have already implemented guarding conditions to avoid
potential compatibility issues (good practices). F IC F INDER
reported a total of 142 warnings after analyzing the 53 apps.
For validation, two of our co-authors manually checked
all the warnings and the source code of the corresponding

6.1

RQ6: Issue Detection Effectiveness
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apps to categorize the warnings into true positives and false
positives. A warning would be categorized as a true positive
if they agree that the callsite of the issue-inducing API can be
invoked on its corresponding issue-triggering context. During the independent checking process, the two co-authors
only had disagreement for four warnings and they further
discussed and reached consensus. The results are reported
as “TP” (true positives) and “FP” (false positives) in Table 7.
For good practices, we also report them as “GP” in the table.
Precision. As shown in Table 7, 129 of the 142 warnings
reported by F IC F INDER are true positives (i.e., the precision
is 91.5%). The true positives were detected by nine different
API-context pairs. The number of distinct API-context pairs
is relatively small compared with the number of warnings
detected by them. This indicates that some commonly used
issue-inducing APIs were not well handled by app developers. It should be noted that the chances to detect FIC issues
in the wild for each API-context pair is different by nature.
If the API of an API-context pair is less commonly used, this
API-context pair will be less likely to detect FIC issues in the
wild. Besides, the issues corresponding to some API-context
pairs could be more easily noticed and fixed by developers
at early development stage while others could be difficult
to be noticed. For example, FIC issues caused by invoking
APIs on devices with API levels where the APIs are not
available can be more easily identified as the app will crash
at the API invocation point. On the other hand, FIC issues
caused by subtle API behavior changes may not be quickly
noticed by the developers as it may require specific test
oracles. In practice, if FIC issues can be easily identified,
it is more likely that they have already been fixed by the
developers, and thus fewer issues could be detected by the
corresponding API-context pairs.
Causes of imprecision. For the 13 false positives, we
manually inspected them and identified two major causes of
the imprecision. First, most false positives were caused by
the incomplete call graphs and program dependence graphs
constructed by Soot, which led to missing dependencies in
the slices of issue-inducing APIs’ call sites. For example, recovering data dependencies involving database operations
is a well-recognized challenge in static analysis. Such dependencies cannot be recovered by Soot. The false positives in
QKSMS arose due to this reason. The false positives were
reported at the call sites of the API setStatusBarColor,
which was introduced at API level 21. Invoking this API
on devices with API levels lower than 21 will cause app
crashes. The two call sites of this issue-inducing API in
QKSMS are dependent on a flag value that is read from
the app’s database. By carefully investigating the app code,
we figured out that the flag value is dependent on the app’s
runtime API level and the API setStatusBarColor in
fact cannot be invoked if the app is running on an API level
lower than 21. F IC F INDER generated false positives in such
circumstances. Second, some implicit calling contexts in the
programs were missed by F IC F INDER. For example, the
issue-inducing APIs in the app Materialistic Hacker News
were transitively invoked by a system event handler, which
was introduced together with the APIs. In such cases, the
APIs will never be invoked on a device with an improper
API level. Without any knowledge of such event handlers’
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specification, F IC F INDER reported false warnings at the call
sites of the issue-inducing APIs.
Besides the warnings, F IC F INDER also found 78 good
practices in 27 out of the 53 apps analyzed, covering 10
distinct API-context pairs. This confirms that FIC issues are
common in Android apps and developers often fix such
issues to improve the compatibility of their apps.
One may also observe from Table 7 that there are several
apps, for which F IC F INDER did not report any TP, FP or
GP. As discussed earlier, in the experiments, we considered
the APIs in the 20 API-context pairs as issue-inducing and
scanned the .apk files to make sure that the concerned APIs
are used in our app subjects. Therefore, it is expected that
F IC F INDER would report either warnings or good practices.
However, it is not the case for several apps. We looked into
this unexpected phenomenon and found out the reasons.
First, the .apk files on F-Droid are release versions of our
app subjects, which sometimes are old snapshots of the
apps, but our experiments were conducted on the latest development versions of the apps available on GitHub. Some
issue-inducing APIs are no longer used in our experimented
versions. Second, the .apk files on F-Droid contain different
third-party libraries that invoke issue-inducing APIs in our
API-context pair list. However, in our evaluation, we only
investigated FIC issues in the application code and thus,
F IC F INDER reported nothing for apps with issue-inducing
APIs that are only used in third-party libraries. In total, there
are only five (out of 53) subjects, for which F IC F INDER did
not report results due to the two reasons. So we can see that
our subject selection process, which analyzed API usage of
candidate subjects by scanning their .apk files, introduced
little noise in the final set of experimental subjects. Finally,
there is also one app, Wallabag [82], for which F IC F INDER
(in fact Soot) crashed when parsing its byte codes.
Recall. F IC F INDER adopts conservative strategies to
match issue-triggering contexts. As long as an app under
analysis considers any conditions in the issue-triggering
contexts of an issue-inducing API, F IC F INDER will not report warnings (Lines 8–9 of Algorithm 1). Such strategies
help ensure high precision, which is a desirable property
for automated bug detection tools [89]. However, they may
filter out problematic call sites of issue-inducing APIs, leading to false negatives. To evaluate the recall of F IC F INDER,
we conducted another experiment. Because it is difficult
to identify all FIC issues in the latest version of our app
subjects (i.e., no ground truth exists), we collected fixed FIC
issues related to the issue-inducing APIs in our API-context
pair list in the 53 apps’ code repository for the experiment.
We excluded the FIC issues in our empirical study dataset
to avoid the potential threats of overfitting problems in the
evaluation results (i.e., the threat posed by evaluating the
tool with the issues, based on which F IC F INDER is designed
and API-context pairs are derived). For issue collection, we
used keywords including the method names of the APIs and
SDK_INT to search the code diffs of the revisions committed
in the past three years in each app’s code repository. We
then manually checked the search results to identify the
revisions that fixed FIC issues. As a result, we found 12
revisions that fixed 21 FIC issues concerning APIs in our
API-context pair list (the data are available on our project
website [11]). We then applied F IC F INDER to the buggy
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versions (i.e., the versions that were modified by the issuefixing revisions) of the corresponding apps to compute the
recall. We found that F IC F INDER detected 15 of the 21
issues, achieving a recall of 71.4%. Comparing with the
high precision that F IC F INDER achieved (91.5%), the recall
is lower. As expected, all the issues were missed due to
the conservative strategies adopted by F IC F INDER to match
the issue-triggering context (Line 4 in Algorithm 1) and the
over-approximation when computing the dependencies in
the slice (Line 5 in Algorithm 1). For example, one issue
in SoundWaves [73] was missed by F IC F INDER due to its
over-approximation of the API call site dependencies. The
issue was induced by the API setBackground, which
should not be invoked when API level is lower than 16. The
slice of the API call site included a conditional statement
checking that the API level should not be lower than 16.
However, the conditional statement was not a guarding
condition of the API call site. It was included in the slice
because F IC F INDER conservatively included all statements
that the API call site may transitively depend on. As a result,
F IC F INDER considers that the issue has been handled (Lines
8–9 of Algorithm 1) and chooses not to report it.
Comparison with L INT. L INT is a widely-used static analyzer for Android apps. It is the default code analysis tool
in Android Studio and supports detecting some non-devicespecific FIC issues that are caused by Android API evolutions, including API introduction, API deprecation, and API
removal.7 To evaluate the effectiveness of F IC F INDER, we
also compared it with L INT .
We applied L INT to the 53 app subjects and manually
analyzed the warnings generated by the checkers that are
relevant to the APIs in our 20 API-context pairs. We categorized the warnings them as true positives (TPs) and false
positives (FPs), leveraging the same criteria that we adopted
when inspecting those warnings generated by F IC F INDER.
Column “Lint Results” in Table 7 shows the evaluation
results of L INT. In total, L INT reported 11 warnings, four
of which are true positives, i.e., the precision is 36.4%.
In comparison, F IC F INDER reported 129 true positives and
achieved 91.5% precision. All the four true positives reported by L INT were also reported by F IC F INDER, but L INT
missed 125 true positives reported by F IC F INDER, among
which, 100 have already been acknowledged or fixed by
the app developers. This shows that F IC F INDER is more
effective at detecting FIC issues than L INT.
We further inspected the true positives missed by L INT
and figured out the major reason. While L INT supports
detecting FIC issues caused by the use of deprecated and removed APIs, it does not support detecting subtle issues that
are induced by the improper use of those APIs whose behaviors have significantly evolved. For example, Forecastie
issue #246 was induced by the API AsyncTask.execute,
whose behavior changed at API level 11 (the tasks scheduled via this API will run sequentially on a single background thread rather than a pool of threads on devices with
API level 11 or higher). L INT could not detect such common
issues. We also studied the false positives reported by L INT
7. To the best of our knowledge, L INT is the only widelyused static analysis tool that supports compatibility checking
for Android apps.
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1. + if (Build.VERSION.SDK_INT < Build.VERSION_CODES.LOLLIPOP) {
2.
CookieSyncManager.createInstance(this);
3. + }

Fig. 15: Patch for Twidere #974
and found the main reason of L INT’s low precision. The false
positives are reported at the call sites of the issue-inducing
APIs that have already been properly guarded by conditional statements, which prevents the APIs’ invocations at
certain API levels. In all these cases, the guarding condition
and the API call sites are located in different methods.
Identifying the dependencies between the call sites and the
context checks requires inter-procedural analysis that is capable of handling long chains of method calls. L INT, which
aims to provide real-time feedback to developers, could not
capture such complex inter-procedural dependencies and
therefore reported false positives. These findings here may
explain why some of our survey respondents mentioned
that L INT can only help expose certain non-device-specific
issues and often generates a large number of false positives
(see the “testing frameworks and tools” part of Section 4.4).
While F IC F INDER can detect more FIC issues induced by
the APIs in our API-context pair list and achieved high precision, it could miss valid FIC issues that can be detected by
L INT since its current version only supports a small number
of API-context pairs manually extracted from our empirical
study. This can be improved by automating the API-context
pair extraction process and incorporating L INT’s checking
rules, which we plan to explore in our future work.
Answer to RQ6: The API-context pairs extracted from
existing FIC issues can help F IC F INDER effectively detect
unknown FIC issues in real-world Android apps. F IC F INDER
achieved high precision and acceptable recall, and outperforms
the widely-used tool L INT.
6.2

RQ7: Usefulness of F IC F INDER

We reported the 129 true warnings detected by F IC F INDER
to the corresponding app developers for confirmation. In
total, we submitted 39 issue reports, whose IDs are provided
in Table 7. Each issue report includes all the true warnings
related to an issue-inducing API. In the issue reports, we
also provided issue-related discussions from online forums,
API guides, and possible fixes to help developers diagnose the issues. So far, 22 of the 39 reports have been
acknowledged by developers. Among the 22 acknowledged
ones, we observed that: (1) the 59 warnings reported in
13 reports were quickly fixed by app developers (marked
with “b ” in Table 7) and (2) the warnings reported in the
remaining ten reports will be fixed according to the developers’ feedback or have already been assigned to certain
developers (marked with “a ” in Table 7). Other than the 22
acknowledged ones, eight of our 39 submitted issue reports
are still pending. There are also nine issue reports that were
closed or labeled as “won’t fix” by developers because the
reported issues do not cause serious consequences to the
apps (marked with “c ” in Table 7).
In our previous conference version [12], F IC F INDER,
which was implemented with a different set of API-context
pairs then, also reported 46 true warnings after analyzing 27
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real-world Android apps. We submitted 14 issue reports to
the corresponding app developers. Eight of our issue reports
were acknowledged and the 26 warnings reported in five
issue reports have already been fixed. Accumulatively, our
F IC F INDER has detected 175 (= 129 + 46) true warnings
in real-world Android apps and successfully helped app
developers fix 85 (= 59 + 26) warnings.
Besides generating warnings, our tool can also provide
information including issue related discussions, API guides,
and possible fixes to help developers diagnose and fix
FIC issues. Such information was all collected from our
empirical study. In the output of FicFinder, it provides links
to online discussions or API guides. F IC F INDER can also
suggest possible fixes because the patches for FIC issues are
small and demonstrate common patterns. As discussed in
Section 4.5, the majority of our studied issues were patched
by explicitly checking device context or API levels. The
patches suggested by F IC F INDER also follow this pattern,
which invokes issue-inducing APIs after checking runtime
device context against the corresponding issue-triggering
contexts in API-context pairs. To study whether such provided information is helpful, we included them in our
submitted issue reports. We learnt developers’ opinions on
FIC issues by communicating with them and made several
interesting findings.
First, for the warnings mentioned in 12 issue reports,
developers adopted our suggested fixes. Developers of
ownCloud [64] and Stocks Widget [74] asked for pull requests and have merged our submitted ones after careful code reviews. Other developers fixed the issues as
we suggested. For example, in Twidere #974, we reported
an issue caused by invoking an API defined in the class
CookieSyncManager, which was designed to synchronize
the browser cookie store between RAM and permanent
storage. The class has been deprecated since API level 21
and another class, CookieManager, can provide full functionality to manage the cookies since then. We suggested
Twidere developers that they should avoid invoking this
API from API level 21. Figure 15 shows the patch adopted
by the app developers for this issue. The issue was fixed
by adding a guarding condition to check the API level
of the running device and only invoking the API when
the API level is lower than 21. Such results show that the
issue diagnosis information and fix suggestions provided
by F IC F INDER are useful to developers. They also indicate
that the knowledge and developers’ practices learned from
our studied FIC issues can be transferable across apps.
Second, while our issue reports facilitate developers
to identify potential FIC issues in their apps, whether to
fix such issues depends on the apps’ functionality and
purpose. For issues mentioned in nine of our issue reports, developers chose not to fix them. For instance, we
reported to K-9 Mail developers that the behavior of the
AlarmManager.set() API has changed since API level
19: using this API on devices with a higher API level does
not guarantee the scheduled task to be executed exactly at
the specified time. However, the developers considered that
such API behavior change would not significantly affect
their app’s main functionality (i.e., their scheduled tasks do
not necessarily need to be executed precisely at a specific
time) and did not proceed to fix the issues, but linked our
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issue report to two existing unresolved bugs. Other issues
that are closed without fixes are due to similar reasons.
On the other hand, there are also apps whose functionality
could be affected by this issue. The app Stocks Widget,
which is a home widget that displays stock price quotes,
is a typical example. AlarmManager is used to schedule
timely updates for stock price. The developers confirmed
our issue report and quickly fixed the reported issue. From
the examples and comparison, we can see that it is difficult to determine whether a FIC issue can affect the app’s
functionality or not by static analysis alone. To address this
problem, we plan to leverage dynamic analysis to further
validate the impact of FIC issues in our future study.
Answer to RQ7: F IC F INDER can provide useful information
to help developers diagnose and fix FIC issues. Future research
efforts can be made on addressing the challenges of manifesting
FIC issues and determining the impact of the identified FIC
issues on app functionality.

7
7.1

D ISCUSSIONS
Threats To Validity

Open-source subjects. In our empirical study and evaluation, we only leveraged open-source Android apps as our
subjects. This can pose a threat that some of our findings
may not generalize to commercial apps. We mitigated this
threat by conducting surveys and interviews with developers of commercial Android apps. As discussed in Section 4,
the survey and interview findings are consistent with our
empirical study findings. In addition, our proposed tool
F IC F INDER can also be applied to commercial apps. Our
interviewees and survey respondents showed interest in the
tool. The tool also helped one of our interviewees find a real
issue in the product of his team during our interview.
Subject selection. The validity of our empirical study
results may be subject to the threat that we only selected five
open-source Android apps for the study. However, these
five apps are selected from 27 candidate apps as they contain
most FIC issues. The apps are also diverse, covering four
different categories. More importantly, we observed that the
findings obtained from studying the 220 real FIC issues in
them are useful and helped locate previously-unknown FIC
issues in many other apps.
FIC issue selection. Our FIC issue selection strategy
may also pose threats to the validity of our empirical study
results. We understand that using our current strategy,
we could miss some FIC issues in dataset preparation.
For example, our keywords do not contain less popular
Android device brands. To reduce the threat, we made
effort to find the code revisions whose diff contains code
that checks the device information encapsulated in the
android.os.Build class. This indeed helped us find issues that happened to many small brand devices (e.g., Wiko
and Nook). On the other hand, some existing empirical
studies also selected issues by keyword searching in the
issue tracking system of open-source apps [5], [90]. However, such strategies are inapplicable to our work due to
two reasons. First, FIC issues usually do not have specific
labels, and thus are mixed with various other issues. Second,
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as app developers often suggest users to provide device
information when reporting bugs, simply searching device
related keywords can return many results that are irrelevant
to FIC issues.
Limited number of issues to compute recall. In Section 6.1, we only used 21 fixed FIC issues to evaluate the recall of F IC F INDER. Comparing with the number of warnings
reported by F IC F INDER, the number is small. This number
is small because of two reasons. First, we only collected
those issues that are related to the issue-inducing APIs
in our API-context pair list (F IC F INDER can only support
detecting certain FIC issues). Second, we also required that
the commit message of the issue-fixing revisions should
explicitly indicate that the code changes were committed
to fix real FIC issues (i.e., these issues are worth fixing to the
developers). In future, we plan to automate the API-context
pair extraction process and improve the detection capability
of F IC F INDER. With more API-context pairs, we can then
conduct larger-scale studies to evaluate F IC F INDER’s recall.
Restricted scope of studying FIC issues induced by
Android APIs. Another potential threat to the generalizability of our findings is that we only studied FIC issues
related to Android APIs. While we indeed observed cases
where compatibility issues are caused by using third-party
library APIs and native libraries, we restricted the scope of
our current study to FIC issues caused Android APIs. We
made this choice because FIC issues induced by Android
APIs likely have a broader impact than those arising from
third-party or native libraries.
Evolving Android device market. As Android device
market evolves, existing device models or OS versions will
be gradually phased out. FIC issues detected by the APIcontext pairs learned from existing issues may gradually
become less significant as devices affected by these issues
may eventually get outdated and finally disappear from the
market. This motivates us to further extend our work to
automatically extract API-context pairs as FIC issue patterns
in future (see more discussions in Section 7.2). Apart from
the API-context pairs, our empirical findings such as the
root causes of FIC issues, on the other hand, may not
easily become outdated and can be used to guide FIC issue
diagnosis and fixing.
Errors in manual checking. The last threat to the validity
of our findings is the errors in our manual checking of
FIC issues. We understand that such a process is subject
to mistakes. To reduce the threat, we followed the widelyadopted open coding approach [25] and cross-validated
all results for consistency. We also release our dataset and
results for public access [11].
7.2 Comparison with CiD & Automated API-Context
Pair Extraction
A recent work by Li ei al. [91] proposed a technique named
CiD to detect compatibility issues induced by Android API
evolution across different API levels. CiD can automatically
extract lifecycles for Android APIs based on Android framework code. The lifecycle of an API means the API levels
on which the API is accessible. Comparatively, F IC F INDER
relies on manually extracted API-context pairs for compatibility analysis. However, despite the lack of automated
learning of FIC issue patterns, our work has a broader scope.
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CiD focuses on the compatibility issues induced by
accessibility inconsistencies of Android APIs (see Figure 7
for an example). Such issues only form a subset of the
non-device-specific FIC issues studied in our work (Section 4.1.2). Those non-device-specific FIC induced by API
behavior inconsistencies (see the AsyncTask.execute example discussed in Section 6.1) cannot be detected by CiD.
This is because the Android API lifecycle model in CiD is
built by comparing the sets of publicly accessible APIs at
consecutive API levels and cannot capture API behavior
changes. However, we observed that non-device-specific
FIC issues induced by Android API behavior inconsistencies
are common in practice. For example, in our evaluation,
the majority of the 129 issues detected by F IC F INDER are
induced by the behavior changes of Android APIs. 101 of
these detected issues have already been acknowledged or
fixed by app developers. To confirm that CiD cannot detect
such issues, we ran it on our 53 evaluation subjects. We
found that CiD indeed only detected one of the 129 true
issues detected by F IC F INDER, which was induced by Android API accessibility inconsistency. It is worth mentioning
that this result does not imply that CiD cannot effectively
detect compatibility issues. It only detected one issue simply
because its scope is different (i.e., the majority of issues
detected by F IC F INDER are not the targeting issues of CiD).
CiD does not support detecting device-specific FIC issues such as those caused by problematic driver implementation or non-compliant OS customization. This is because that such issues often arise from closed-source system
components customized by device manufacturers while CiD
requires Android framework code as input for learning FIC
issue patterns. However, as we have pointed out in our
study, device-specific FIC issues widely exist in real-world
Android apps. To the best of our knowledge, our work is
the first systematic study of such device-specific issues.
Nonetheless, manually extracting API-context pairs is
a labor-intensive process. CiD makes the first attempt to
automate the process. In our future work, we plan to study
how to automate the process and learn these API-context
pairs from popular and high-quality Android apps, which
likely have addressed common FIC issues. We will focus
on extracting API-context pairs for device-specific issues,
which are more common and have induced significant
challenges for app developers (Section 4.1.1). As discussed
earlier, the most common pattern of fixing FIC issues is to
check device contexts and API levels before invoking certain
APIs. Therefore, it is possible to extract API-context pairs
by correlating Android APIs with the code that performs
such checks. The correlation can be established via static or
dynamic code analysis.

8

R ELATED W ORK

Android fragmentation has been a major challenge for Android app developers [4], [92]. Recent studies have explored
the problem largely from three aspects.
Understanding Android fragmentation. Several studies have been performed to understand the problems of
Android fragmentation. Han et al. were among the first
who explored the Android fragmentation problem [5]. They
studied the bug reports related to HTC and Motorola in
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the Android issue tracking system [31] and pointed out that
Android ecosystem was fragmented. Since then, researchers
have reported various findings related to Android fragmentation. For example, Li et al. pointed out that app usage
patterns are sensitive to device models [93]. Pathak et al. reported that frequent OS updates represent the largest fraction of user complaints about energy bugs [94]. Liu et al. observed that a notable proportion of Android performance
bugs occur only on specific devices and platforms [90]. Wu
et al. studied the effects of vendor customizations on security
by analyzing Android images from popular vendors [95].
Later, Zhou et al. proposed an approach to detecting security
flaws caused by Android device driver customizations [96].
These studies documented various functional and nonfunctional issues caused by Android fragmentation, but did
not aim to understand the root causes of such issues, which
are different from our study.
In addition, the HCI community also found that different
resolutions of device displays have brought unique challenges in Android app design and implementation [97], [98].
Holzinger et al. reported their experience on building a business application for different devices considering divergent
display sizes and resolutions [99]. In our dataset, we also
found that these issues were part of FIC issues on Android
platforms and they can seriously affect user experience.
App testing for fragmented ecosystem. Android fragmentation brought new challenges to app testing. To address the challenges, Kaasila et al. designed an online system to test Android apps across devices in parallel [100].
Halpern et al. built a record-and-replay tool to test Android
apps across device models [101]. Fazzini et al. proposed a
testing framework that can automatically identify GUI inconsistencies of Android apps across different device models [102]. While these papers proposed general frameworks
to test Android apps across devices, they did not address
the problem of huge search space for FIC issue testing
(Section 4.6).
Several recent studies aimed to reduce the search space
in Android app testing by prioritizing devices. For example,
Vilkomir et al. proposed a device selection strategy based on
combinatorial features of different devices [103]. Khalid et
al. conducted a case study on Android games to prioritize
device models to test by mining user reviews on Google
Play store [8]. The most recent work by Lu et al. proposed
an automatic approach to prioritizing devices by analyzing
user data [9]. It is true that by prioritizing devices, testing
resources can be focused on those devices with larger user
impact. However, these studies alone are not sufficient
to significantly reduce the search space when testing FIC
issues. The reason is that the combinations of different
platform versions and issue-inducing APIs are still too
many to be fully explored. In our work, we addressed the
challenge from a different angle by studying real-world FIC
issues to gain insights at source code level (e.g., root causes
and fixing patterns). By this study, we observed common
issue-inducing APIs and the corresponding software and
hardware environments that would trigger FIC issues. Such
findings can further help reduce the search space during app
testing and facilitate automated issue detection and repair.
Android API evolution. Constantly evolving Android
platforms cause Android fragmentation. Existing work re-
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ported that the chosen SDK version and the quality of
the used Android APIs are major factors that affect app
user experience [104]. McDonnell et al. investigated how
changing Android APIs can affect API adoption in Android
apps [7]. Linares-Vásquez et al. studied the impact of evolving Android APIs on user ratings and StackOverflow discussions [6], [105]. Bavota et al. further conducted a survey
to investigate developers’ experience with change-prone
and fault-prone APIs [106]. They observed that apps using
change-prone and fault-prone APIs tend to receive lower
user ratings and changes of Android API have motivated
app developers to open discussion threads on Stack Overflow. These studies focused on understanding the influence
of using fast-evolving Android APIs on the development
procedure and app qualities, but did not study the concrete
characteristics or fixes of FIC issues induced by such API
changes. In comparison, our work not only uncovered the
root causes of FIC issues but also studied concrete issues at
the application source code level so that we can provide
new insights (e.g., fixing patterns) to facilitate FIC issue
detection and repair. Lastly, a recent work by Li et al. [91]
proposed a technique CiD to detect compatibility issues for
Android apps. However, their scope is restricted to compatibility issues induced by API accessibility inconsistencies
at different API levels, while the scope of our work is
broader (e.g., we also studied device-specific FIC issues). We
provide a detailed comparison between CiD and F IC F INDER
in Section 7.2.

9

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we conducted large-scale empirical studies to
characterize FIC issues in Android apps. We investigated
220 real FIC issues collected from popular open-source Android apps to understand their root causes, consequences,
and fixing strategies. We communicated with Android practitioners via interviews and online questionnaires to understand their common practices of testing, diagnosing and
fixing FIC issues. From the studies, we obtained several
important findings that can facilitate automated detection
and repair of FIC issues, and guide future studies on related
topics. Based on our findings, we proposed to use APIcontext pairs that capture issue-inducing APIs and issuetriggering contexts to model FIC issues. With this model,
we further designed and implemented a static analysis technique F IC F INDER to automatically detect FIC issues in Android apps. Our evaluation of F IC F INDER on 53 large-scale
subjects showed that F IC F INDER can detect many unknown
FIC issues in the apps and provide useful information to
help developers diagnose and fix the issues.
In future, we plan to explore the possibility of leveraging
crowdsourcing to help developers verify certain devicespecific FIC issues and validate possible fixes. We also plan
to enhance the detection capability of our technique by
mining new FIC issue patterns from popular apps using the
proposed API-context pair framework.
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